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In 1875, Massachusetts Chief Justice Horace Gray hired a law-school graduate to be his secretary. The Chief Justice paid the young man — whom he called a puisne judge — from his own pocket. A few years after the Chief Justice was elevated to the Supreme Court, the United States government decided to pay for a clerk for each Justice. Most Justices hired stenographers, but Justice Gray continued to hire young law graduates.

In 1919, after the government decided to pay for typists and a clerk, the other Justices began to hire recent law graduates. Thus began in federal court the institution of law clerks, which became common in federal court in 1936, when district judges were allowed to use law clerks, and widespread since 1959, when certifications of need for district judges were no longer required.

What Law Clerks Do

Law clerks, the generic title used in this article, are integral to the decision-making process, both federally and in every state court of record. They “are not merely the judge’s errand runners. They are the sounding boards for tentative opinions.” Law clerks do “time-consuming and essential tasks: checking the record, checking citations, performing legal research, and writing first drafts . . . . Law clerks are indispensable to the judges, enabling them to focus on the decision itself and the refinement of the decision in writing.” Dan White, the satirist, explains the law clerk’s role this way: “All judicial clerks do the same thing, namely, whatever their judges tell them to do.”

Law clerks are extensions of their judges. Whatever they do reflects on their judges. Good law clerks will excel at research, writing, administering the docket, and conferencing cases if in a trial part. Good law clerks maintain all personal and judicial confidences, play devil’s advocate with and be confidants to the judge, leave the decision making to the judge, save the judge from committing errors, and commit few of their own. A poor law clerk “dislikes library work, or . . . is unhappy unless agitating for a cause, or . . . is addicted to the telephone or cannot stand solitude.”

Law Clerk Confidentiality

A maxim for law clerks is that what happens in chambers stays in chambers. Rarely while they work for judges have law clerks been known to share secrets. History records only one notorious example. In 1919, Justice Joseph McKenna’s law clerk was accused of leaking word of the decision in United States v. Southern Pacific Co. The clerk’s alleged co-conspirators profited from insider trading. When the plot was uncovered, the clerk resigned and was indicted for “conspiracy to defraud the Government of its right of secrecy concerning the opinions.” The clerk argued that no law forbade his supposed conduct, but his motion to dismiss was denied, as was his appeal to the D.C. Circuit and his petition for certiorari to the Court of his former employ. The prosecution, however, eventually moved to dismiss the charges. Everything else about this affair is shrouded in mystery, except this: When the clerk, later a successful Washington baker, died at 83, he was cremated, and his ashes were “strewn on court property . . . . under the cover of darkness.”

Current law clerks may not reveal current confidences, but may they discuss their duties after they retire? The conventional wisdom is that law clerks must take confidences to the grave. But dozens of the nation’s most eminent attorneys and judges have written in surprising detail about their judges and the role they and their judges played in cases of national consequence. Law-clerk disclosure has turned into a “long-
standing historical tradition that has developed over the past sixty years."15

A law clerk to Justice Robert Jackson was once accused of betraying confidences about other law clerks.16 In an article that created a firestorm of protest and support, then-Mr. William Rehnquist wrote that "a majority of the clerks I knew [showed] extreme solicitude for the claims of communists and other criminal defendants."17 Apparently recovered from that controversy, then-Justice Rehnquist later wrote a beautiful portrayal of his judge in an article that disclosed no confidences.18

One can write about experiences as a law clerk and divulge nothing secret. For a piece of this kind from a two-year New York Court of Appeals clerk, see an article by Mario M. Cuomo.19

**Law-Clerk Writing**

According to a federal judge who knows, "most judicial opinions are written by the judges’ law clerks rather than by the judges themselves."20 Law clerks often write first drafts: "It is an ill-kept secret that law clerks often do early drafts of opinions for their judges." Law-clerk opinion writing comes as no surprise to those who work in the courts: "It is widely recognized . . . that law clerks now draft many of the decisions that emanate from . . chambers."21 By their writing, law clerks play a role in decision making: "[M]any judges, if not most, require their law clerks to draft opinions for motions before the judges even skim the briefs. . . . [M]any motions present a close call. The person who gets to take the first crack at it (i.e., the law clerk) may influence the outcome."22

The outcome is influenced because "[h]e who wields the pen on the first draft . . . controls the last draft."23

Law clerks, especially at the appellate level, also write bench memorandums.24 The bench memorandum, or report, may include the following: A concise statement of the facts, with a verification of the litigants’ statements of fact by reference to the record; a statement of the issues in contention; the litigants’ arguments on the issues, verifying the authorities; an analysis of the issues and the law; a list of questions that inquiry at oral argument might resolve; a recommendation on whether the court should decide the matter with a full, per curiam, or memorandum opinion; and a draft per curiam or memorandum opinion if the law clerk recommends either following a screening process.

The precise format of the bench memorandum depends on the court’s tradition, but the memorandum should emphasize the relevant issues and be impartial, critical, and thorough — but not so thorough that the judges might as well have read the briefs and the record before oral argument. The law clerk’s goal is to familiarize the court with the case before oral argument and to focus a judge who wishes to do further research. It is appropriate for neutral, objective clerks to state their views pre-argument. The court may, and often does, disagree with the clerks’ views after oral argument and additional study. Moreover, "the only mission of a [memorandum] opinion is to inform the parties why the court is deciding as it is and to assure them that the court considered and understood the case. . . . Staff in these cases can relieve the judges of the initial drafting job, simple though it may be, thereby freeing judge time for the other demands of the court’s business."25

Is law-clerk writing good or bad for the administration of justice? According to D.C. Circuit Judge Patricia M. Wald, "judges who write every word of their own opinions (except for a few certifiable geniuses) do not produce works of markedly greater clarity, cogency, or semantic skill. The opposite is more likely true. . . . I for one would not return to the days when law clerks sharpened pencils and checked citations; the present system for deciding cases could not sustain that development."26

Some believe that a rule should be enacted to make it unethical for law clerks to write judicial opinions.27 Most believe, however, that law-clerk writing is good for the courts.28

**The Interplay Between Law Clerk And Judge in Opinion Writing**

Much law clerk-judge writing is collaborative.29 But whether the law clerk prepares the initial drafts or the final edits, the entire adjudicative function and decision-making process must remain exclusively with the judge. The litigants’ rights and public confidence in the judiciary demand no less. Even if the law clerk writes every word of a particular opinion, the judge must agree with and understand every one of those words as if the judge alone wrote each word. Every word and citation must be the authentic expression of the judge’s thoughts, views, and findings. This requirement forces judges to review, with an eye toward editing, every opinion but the most routine, mundane, and brief draft.

In the end, "no matter how capable the clerk, the opinion must always be the judge’s work."30 That is because "[w]e lose the judge’s processed involvement when technically proficient law clerks write the opin-

“All judicial clerks do the same thing, namely, whatever their judges tell them to do.” — Dan White
Law Clerks in New York

The position of law clerk in New York has been authorized for some judges since 1909. New York clerks are appointed differently from federal law clerks and play somewhat different, larger roles. Like federal clerks, New York clerks should be selected with care. The judge-clerk relationship is “the most intense and mutually dependent one . . . outside marriage, parenthood, or a love affair.” But unlike federal judges, who typically appoint recent law-school graduates and mostly ask them to serve one- or two-year terms, New York judges tend to appoint experienced attorneys and retain them for lengthy durations as career court employees. New York practitioners and judges alike appreciate the maturity and wisdom that an experienced law clerk brings to a busy state court.

A federal clerkship has more status than a New York clerkship, but New York clerks are paid far better and in the main enjoy decidedly greater responsibilities, especially in the trial courts. Federal clerks can earn top salaries when they leave their judges, but New York clerks often secure job opportunities for which their federal counterparts wait years: The New York judiciary is filled with law clerks who went directly from their clerkships to the bench, either by appointment or election.

In New York, court attorneys are called law clerks when they work for a Court of Claims judge or are the personal appointment of an elected Supreme Court justice. Otherwise, they are court attorneys — from the court attorneys in the New York City Civil Court’s Housing Part, to the pool attorneys in Supreme Court, to the court attorneys to the Chief Judge of the State of New York. Law clerks and court attorneys used to be called, respectively, law secretaries and law assistants.

Central staff court attorneys of the Court of Appeals answer to the Chief Judge and the court rather than to any particular Associate Judge. Court attorneys in the Appellate Division and the Appellate Term answer to the Presiding Justice of the Department or Term. Court attorneys assigned to a trial-term judge answer first to their judge, then to their supervising and administrative judges, and ultimately to the person who appoints them: the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for New York City Courts or the Deputy Chief Administrative Judge for Courts Outside New York City. Law clerks are hired and fired by their justices alone.

Trial Term court attorneys not assigned to a judge answer to their chief court attorney, then to their administrative judge, and ultimately to their respective Deputy Chief Administrative Judge.

The distinction between personally appointed law clerks and court-appointed court attorneys affects law clerks’ and court attorneys’ ethical obligations in terms of political activity, a fact of life in New York because many judges are elected from law-clerk ranks.

1. See N.Y. Judiciary Law §§ 166, 173 (Laws of 1909, Ch. 35), which gave Supreme Court justices the power to appoint confidential attendants and confidential law assistants.
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judge should never acknowledge that a law clerk or judicial intern (often called “extern”) wrote the opinion. Doing so makes it appear that someone other than the judge decided the case. Reversal and remand to a different judge might be warranted if a judge credits a law clerk’s “preparation of this opinion.”36 If a federal judge thanks an intern for assisting in writing an opinion, the West Group will print that appreciation.37 So will the New York Law Journal if a New York State judge does so. A Westlaw check disclosed a surprising 146 published opinions (82 in the First Department, 64 in the Second Department) from 1990 to March 2004, in which the Law Journal printed acknowledgments to student interns from New York State judges.

Judicial interns, especially those who receive law-school academic credit for their work, are now accepted features in the courthouse.38 Judges who thank their interns do so out of kindness to students who, mostly without pay, make a significant contribution. What is kind to the interns, however, is unkind to the litigants and the public. This is not to suggest that judges not use interns to help with opinions. To the contrary, judges and their law clerks improve legal education and sometimes their opinions when they assign research, writing, and editing tasks to interns, so long as the judge and the law clerk monitor all student work closely. But crediting the intern makes it appear that the court delegated its decision-making obligations to an unaccountable law student.

A higher authority forbids what the New York Law Journal and the West Group permit. For the past decade, the New York State Law Reporting Bureau has put into effect a Court of Appeals policy in which the State Reporter will not print judicial acknowledgments to law clerks or interns. This policy suggests that judges who want to thank their clerks and interns reconsider their impulse, however well meaning. Before the Court announced that policy, the New York State Official Reports occasionally printed irrelevant acknowledgments that law students provided “research assistance” “in the preparation of this opinion.”39

Law-Clerk Cheating

Heaven forbid, a law clerk must never slip language or references past a judge. That happened in United States v. Abner,40 which contains multiple allusions to the songs and albums of the Talking Heads rock band. The law clerk included these references to get free Talking Heads concert tickets. To no one’s dismay, law clerks have been fired for including non-judge-approved writing in judicial opinions. Judge Jerry Buchmeyer41 tells the story of the soon-to-be-dismissed law clerk in State v. Lewis.42 Without consulting a judge, the clerk added a lawyer’s lament, written as a fictional “reporter,” to the Kansas official reports:

Statement of Case, by Reporter
This defendant, while at large,
Was arrested on a charge
Of burglarious intent,
And direct to jail he went.
But he somehow felt misused,
And through prison walls he oozed,
And in some unheard-of shape
He effected his escape.

* * *

LEWIS, tried for this last act,
makes a special plea of fact:
“Wrongly did they me arrest,
As my trial did attest,
And while rightfully at large,
Taken on a wrongful charge.
I took back from them what they
From me wrongly took away.”

* * *

Opinion of the Court. PER CURIAM:
We — don’t — make — law. We are bound
To interpret it as found.
The defendant broke away;
When arrested, he should stay.
This appeal can’t be maintained,
For the record does not show
Error in the court below,
And we nothing can infer.
Let the judgment be sustained —
All the justices concur.

Nor may a judge use an outside expert — as opposed to an intern, law clerk, special master, or referee — to assist in opinion writing.43 As the New York Court of Appeals wrote in In re Fuchsberg, “law clerks often contribute substantially to the preparation of opinions. [But] [w]e cannot accept respondent’s explanation that he looked upon the law professors he consulted as ‘ad hoc’ law clerks.”44

First Amendment Rights

May a law clerk refuse to draft an opinion? In Sheppard v. Beerman, a law clerk to a Supreme Court, Queens County, justice declined to draft an opinion that, the clerk claimed, would result in “railroading” a defendant. The justice fired the clerk in December 1990 after the clerk called him a “son of a bitch” and “corrupt.” The clerk sued the justice under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. District Judge I. Leo Glasser of the Eastern District of New York twice granted the justice’s motions to dismiss the complaint. Citing the law clerk’s free-speech rights, however, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
reversed — twice. From a unanimous *Sheppard II*: “[T]he relationship between a judge and clerk is one
based upon trust and faith. . . . But the First Amendment
protects the eloquent and insolent alike.”

In early 2002, Judge Glasser granted the now-retired
justice’s summary-judgment motion, which the justice
filed after he and others, including his two children,
were subjected to 31 depositions. In early 2003, in
*Sheppard III*, the Second Circuit affirmed, “[g]iven
the explosive exchange between Beerman and Sheppard
and Sheppard’s inability to produce any evidence sup-
porting his claim of improper motive,” and the
Supreme Court denied certiorari in late 2003. The 13-
year saga thus ended on a First Amendment analysis,
but not on whether a law clerk may refuse to write an
opinion.

Advice to Law Clerks and Practitioners

Law clerks have neither the judge’s commission nor
the judge’s experience. Some clerks tend to overwrite;
they include the irrelevant because they are unsure
about what is important and because they might not
have been at oral argument.

Practitioners can overcome a possible obstacle by
making it easy for clerks to read and understand their
papers — thus making it easy for the court to rule for
them. Getting to the point quickly, applying law to fact
succinctly, attaching photocopies of key precedents and
statutes (for trial judges), making clear what relief is
requested, and countering the other side’s points in
writing as opposed to leaving them for oral argument
are among the good habits practitioners should consid-
er, not only for judges but especially for their clerks.

For judges and their clerks, communication is one
answer to assuring quick and accurate decision making
and opinion writing. Here is another for clerks. Law
clerks, who come and go, must learn a valuable talent:
how to emulate their judge’s writing style. Writing is
connected to personality. Personality is reflected in the
tone of the writing. Personality traits and writing styles
do not change easily or overnight. Judges have prefer-
ces. Law clerks should learn them. Learning them
maintains consistency, lets the judge adjudicate rather
than edit for style, and, no small benefit, improves the
law clerk’s writing. The best ways to learn the judge’s
writing style is to study the judge’s opinions and to
profit in future cases from the judge’s edits to current
drafts.

Law clerks do not only write, whether opinions or
jury charges. They also work with the public, whether it
is scheduling cases or settling them. Law clerks are their
judges’ alter egos. Clerks are imbued with the sense that
they are more than their judges’ lawyers. As the Fifth
Circuit put it, “Clerks are privy to the judge’s thoughts
in a way that neither parties to the lawsuit nor his most
intimate family members may be.” Clerks expect litiga-
tants and lawyers to deal with them as if they are deal-
ing with the judge. Practitioners should realize that
treating a member of the court family disrespectfully
will not advance their cause. And clerks, who are sub-
ject to many of the same ethical rules as judges, must
treat litigants and lawyers with the respect, competence,
and intelligence with which the judge with the mandate
must treat all.
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